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QUESTIONS METRICS, DETAILS & TARGETS 

Safety Longitudinal 

collision risk 

remains below 

the TLS and 

vertical/lateral 

collision risk 

does not increase 

as a result of 

RLongSM 

i) Longitudinal Validate collision risk modelling (CRM) assumptions. 

Collect sufficient data to validate distributions used as input to CRM. Target = 1000 

RLongSM pairs. If around 40 pairs of aircraft make use of RLongSM during one week 

(suggested from initial Shanwick trial data), this corresponds to around 6 months of data. 

Note that, depending on the distribution of this specific data, the minimum number of pairs 

may need to be increased in order to gain a full picture.  

Distribution of RLongSM separations 

Initial separation. Target = can validate or edit distribution for CRM. 

Minimum separation. Target = no pairs with  less than 5 minutes separation. 

Communications performance. Target = compare ACP to RCP240 and surveillance 

performance 180, as specified in the GOLD, to validate or edit CRM assumption 

(CNSG/DLMA task). 

Duration of unplanned system outages (or other technical performance failures). Target = 

confirm that outages do not increase longitudinal risk beyond TLS (e.g. for 2009 NAT data 

with current CRM, require total outages ≤506 minutes to remain within TLS). 

ii) Vertical Monitor risk during trial and compare to pre-trial. Target = ensure no increase in vertical 

risk due to RLongSM (and preferably no increase at all). Note that any increase/decrease 

in risk could be due to reasons other than RLongSM, hence there is likely to be an element 

of determining vertical risk for a subset of the population (some possibilities mentioned 

here). 

LHD summary 

Possible to estimate recent risk 

Possible to estimate risk for RLongSM pairs 

iii) Lateral Monitor risk during trial and compare to pre-trial. Target = ensure no increase in lateral 

risk due to RLongSM (and preferably no increase at all). Note that any increase/decrease 

in risk could be due to reasons other than RLongSM, hence there may be an element of 

determining lateral risk for a subset of the population (some possibilities mentioned here). 

GNE summary 

Possible to estimate recent risk 

Possible to estimate risk for RLongSM pairs 
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QUESTIONS METRICS, DETAILS & TARGETS 

Safety 

(cont.) 

No additional 

adverse safety 

events due to 

RLongSM 

i) Target = TCAS reports do not increase due to RLongSM 

ii) Target = Wake vortex reports do not increase due to RLongSM 

iii) Target = Overload reports do not increase due to RLongSM 

iv) Target = SLOP usage does not worsen due to RLongSM (e.g. pilots possibly selecting centreline due to 

additional aircraft on TCAS display) 

Any safety 

benefits 

connected with 

RLongSM 

i) Event contracts (enabled in the RLongSM system build) may reduce time at wrong FL (since reports 

triggered when 300ft from level). Extra details may also be available to scrutiny of events. Target = distribution 

of LHD duration shows decrease in long errors (thus overall reduced vertical risk), due to ADS-C reports. 

ii) 18-minute periodic reports and event contracts may flag up lateral errors sooner (since reports triggered 

when 5NM from track), thus reduced lateral risk. Extra details may also be available to scrutiny of events. 

Target = decrease in lateral risk, due to ADS-C reports. 

RLongSM 

benefit to 

airlines 

Total fuel cost 

Total fuel cost 

i) Analyse climb statistics. Target = 

increased proportion of climbs for 

RLongSM aircraft than for overall 

population, thus showing that 

benefits are available to operators. 

Look at changes in climb statistics. 

Take changes in ADS-C usage into account 

Look at typical vertical profiles for individual aircraft. 

ii) Analyse average fuel burn and 

CO2. Participants in SESAR 

AIRE2 trial have agreed to provide 

data on their fuel cost during the 

trial. Target = average fuel burn and 

CO2 for aircraft is less under 

RLongSM. 

Does it validate business case? 

- END - 


